PASSED

MOTION #1: PT ROLES FOR THE ICT

This motion would outline additional roles the Interagency Cooperative Team (ICT) would fill in oversight of the in-state PT provider(s).

The ICT should, at a minimum:

• Investigate PT quality issues of 3rd party providers

If the conditions are such that a 3rd party state run contract are necessary, the following recommendations are made.

• Serve as the liaison between the labs and PT provider for items such as scheduling, transport, and quality concerns

• Develop the scope of any necessary contract(s) with a 3rd party PT provider

• Review bids of any necessary contract(s) with a 3rd party PT provider to ensure LAU, applicable RCWs/WACs, and CSTF requirements are met
This motion would outline what minimum PT records are necessary for labs transferring accreditation from RJ Lee/WSLCB to ECY’s Lab Accreditation Unit. At a minimum, all PT data in the last 2 years will be submitted by the labs. This data should contain each required analyte under the Field of Testing model in at least one matrix. This must be done before the Lab Accreditation Unit will schedule the on-site assessment.